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Abstract

We develop a general framework to construct quantum algorithms that detect if a3-uniform hy-
pergraph given as input contains a sub-hypergraph isomorphic to a prespecified constant-sized hyper-
graph. This framework is based on the concept of nested quantum walks recently proposed by Jeffery,
Kothari and Magniez [SODA’13], and extends the methodologydesigned by Lee, Magniez and Santha
[SODA’13] for similar problems over graphs. As applications, we obtain a quantum algorithm for find-
ing a4-clique in a3-uniform hypergraph onn vertices with query complexityO(n1.883), and a quantum
algorithm for determining if a ternary operator over a set ofsizen is associative with query complexity
O(n2.113).

1 Introduction

Quantum query complexity is a model of quantum computation,in which the cost of computing a function
is measured by the number of queries that are made to the inputgiven as a black-box. In this model,
it was exhibited in the early stage of quantum computing research that there exist quantum algorithms
superior to the classical counterparts, such as Deutsch andJozsa’s algorithm, Simon and Shor’s period
finding algorithms, and Grover’s search algorithm. Extensive studies following them have invented a lot
of powerful upper bound (i.e., algorithmic) techniques such as variations/generalizations of Grover’s search
algorithm or quantum walks. Although these techniques givetight bounds for many problems, there are still
quite a few cases for which no tight bounds are known. Intensively studied problems among them are the
k-distinctness problem [1, 4, 5] and the triangle finding problem [3, 7, 10, 13, 15].

A recent breakthrough is the concept of learning graph introduced by Belovs [3]. This concept enables
one to easily find a special form of feasible solutions to the minimization form (i.e., the dual form) of the
general adversary bound [8, 16], and makes possible to detour the need of solving a semidefinite program of
exponential size to find a non-trivial upper bound. Indeed, Belovs [3] improved the long-standingO(n13/10)
upper bound [15] of the triangle finding problem toO(n35/27). His idea was generalized by Lee, Magniez
and Santha [12] and Zhu [22] to obtain a quantum algorithm that finds a constant-sized subgraph with com-
plexity o(n2−2/k), improving the previous best boundO(n2−2/k) [15], wherek is the size of the subgraph.
Subsequently, Lee, Magniez and Santha [13] constructed a triangle finding algorithm with quantum query
complexityO(n9/7). This bound was later shown by Belovs and Rosmanis [6] to be the best possible
bound attained by the family of quantum algorithms whose complexities depend only on the index set of
1-certificates. Ref. [13] also gave a framework of quantum algorithms for finding a constant-sized subgraph,
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based on which they showed that associativity testing (testing if a binary operator over a domain of sizen is
associative) has quantum query complexityO(n10/7).

Recently, Jeffery, Kothari and Magniez [10] cast the idea ofthe above triangle finding algorithms into
the framework of quantum walks (called nested quantum walks) by recursively performing the quantum
walk algorithm given by Magniez, Nayak, Roland and Santha [14] (which extended two seminal works for
quantum walk algorithms, Szegedy’s algorithm [17] based onMarkov chain and Ambainis’ algorithm [1]
for k-element distinctness). Indeed, they presented two quantum-walk-based triangle finding algorithms of
complexitiesÕ(n35/27) andÕ(n9/7), respectively. The nested quantum walk framework was further em-
ployed in [5] (but in a different way from [10]) to obtaiñO(n5/7) complexity for the3-distinctness problem.
This achieves the best known upper bound (up to poly-logarithmic factors), which was first obtained with
the learning-graph-based approach [4].

The triangle finding problem also plays a central role in several areas beside query complexity, and it
has been recently discovered that faster algorithms for (weighted versions of) triangle finding would lead to
faster algorithms for matrix multiplication [11, 19], the 3SUM problem [18], and for Max-2SAT [20, 21]. In
particular, Max-2SAT overn variables is reducible to finding a triangle with maximum weight overO(2n/3)
vertices; in this context, although the final goal is atime-efficientclassical or quantum algorithm that finds a
triangle with maximum weight, studying triangle finding in the query complexity model is a first step toward
this goal.

Our results. Along this line of research, this paper studies the problem of finding a 4-clique (i.e.,
the complete3-uniform hypergraph with4 vertices) in a3-uniform hypergraph, a natural generalization of
finding a triangle in an ordinary graph (i.e., a2-uniform hypergraph). Our initial motivation comes from
the complexity-theoretic importance of the problem. Indeed, while it is now well-known that Max-3SAT
over n variables is reducible to finding a4-clique with maximum weight in a 3-uniform hypergraph of
O(2n/4) vertices (the reduction is similar to the reduction from Max-2SAT to triangle finding mentioned
above; we refer to [21] for details), no efficient classical algorithm for4-clique finding has been discovered
so far. Constructing query-efficient algorithms for this problem can be seen as a first step to investigate the
possibility of faster (in the time complexity setting) classical or quantum algorithms for Max-3SAT.

Concretely, and more generally, this paper gives a framework based on quantum walks for finding any
constant-sized sub-hypergraph in a3-uniform hypergraph (Theorem 5). This is an extension of thelearning-
graph-based algorithm in [13] to the hypergraph case in terms of a nested quantum walk [10]. We illustrate
this methodology by constructing a quantum algorithm that finds a4-clique in a3-uniform hypergraph1

with query complexityÕ(n241/128) = O(n1.883), while naı̈ve Grover search over the
(n
4

)

combinations of
vertices only givesO(n2). As another application, we also construct a quantum algorithm that determines
if a ternary operator is associative usingÕ(n169/80) = O(n2.113) queries, while naı̈ve Grover search needs
O(n2.5) queries.

In the course of designing the quantum walk framework, we introduce several new technical ideas (out-
lined below) for analyzing nested quantum walks to cope withdifficulties that do not arise in the2-uniform
case (i.e., ordinary graphs), such as the fact that the size of the random subset taken in an inner walk may
vary depending on the random subsets taken in outer walks. Webelieve that these ideas may be applicable
to various problems beyond sub-hypergraph finding.

Our framework is another demonstration of the power of the concept of nested quantum walks, and of its
wide applicability. In particular, we crucially rely on thehigh-level description and analysis made possible
by the nested quantum walk formalism to overcome all the technical difficulties that arise when considering
3-uniform hypergraphs.

Technical contribution. Roughly speaking, the subgraph finding algorithm by Lee, Magniez and San-

1We stress that, while this quantum algorithm can also be usedto find with the same complexity a4-clique of maximal weight,
this does not currently lead to a better algorithm for Max-3SAT since our algorithm is only query-efficient.
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tha [13] works as follows. First, for each vertexi in the subgraphH that we want to find, a random subset
Vi of vertices of the input graph is taken. This subsetVi represents a set of candidates for the vertexi. Next,
for each edge(i, j) in the subgraphH, a random subset of pairs inVi × Vj is taken, representing a set of
candidates for the edge(i, j). The most effective feature of their algorithm is to introduce a parameter for
each ordered pair(Vi, Vj) that controls the average degree of a vertex in the bipartitegraph betweenVi and
Vj . To make the algorithm efficient, it is crucial to keep the degree of every vertex inVi almost equal to the
value specified by the parameter. For this, they carefully devise a procedure for taking pairs fromVi × Vj .

Our basic idea is similar in that we first, for each vertexi in the sub-hypergraphH that we want to find,
take a random subsetVi of vertices in the input3-uniform hypergraph as a set of candidates for the vertexi
and then, for each hyperedge{i, j, k} of H, take a random subset of triples inVi × Vj × Vk. One may think
that the remaining task is to fit the pair-taking procedure into the hypergraph case. It, however, turns out to be
technically very complicated to generalize the pair-taking procedure from [13] to an efficient triple-taking
procedure. Instead we cast the idea into the nested quantum walk of Jeffery, Kothari and Magniez [10]
and employ probabilistic arguments. More concretely, we introduce a parameter that specifies the number
eijk of triples to be taken fromVi × Vj × Vk for each hyperedge{i, j, k} of H. We then argue that, for
randomly choseneijk triples, the degree of each vertex sharply concentrates around its average, where the
degree means the number of triples including the vertex (in this sense, the parameterseijk play essentially
the same role as those of “average degrees” used in [10], but introducingeijk gives a neat formulation of
the algorithm and this is effective particularly in handling such complicated cases as hypergraphs). This
makes it substantially easier to analyze the complexity of all involved quantum walks, and enables us to
completely analyze the complexity of our approach. Unfortunately, it turns out that this approach (taking
the setsVi first, and theneijk triples from eachVi × Vj × Vk) does not lead to any improvement over the
naı̈veO(n2)-query quantum algorithm.

Our key idea is to introduce, for each unordered pair{i, j} of vertices inH, a parameterfij, and modify
the approach as follows. After randomly choosingVi, Vj , Vk, we take three random subsetsFij ⊆ Vi × Vj,
Fjk ⊆ Vj × Vk, andFik ⊆ Vi × Vk of sizefij, fjk andfik, respectively. We then randomly chooseeijk
triples from the setΓijk = {(u, v, w) | (u, v) ∈ Fij , (u,w) ∈ Fik and(v,w) ∈ Fjk}. The difficulty here is
that the size ofΓijk varies depending on the setsFij , Fjk, Fik. Another problem is that, after taking many
quantum-walks (i.e., performing the update operation manytimes), the distribution of the set of pairs can
change. To overcome these difficulties, we carefully define the “marked states” (i.e., “absorbing states”) of
each level of the nested quantum walk: besides requiring, asusual, that the set (of the formVi, Fij or Γijk)
associated to a marked state should contain a part (i.e., a vertex, a pair of vertices or a triple of vertices)
of a copy ofH, we also require that this set shouldsatisfy certain regularity conditions. We then show
that the associated sets almost always satisfy the regularity conditions, by using concentration theorems for
hypergeometric distributions. This regularity enables usto effectively bound the complexity of our new
approach, giving in particular the claimed̃O(n241/128)-query upper bound whenH is a 4-clique.

2 Preliminaries

For anyk ≥ 2, an undirectedk-uniform hypergraph is a pair(V,E), whereV is a finite set (the set of
vertices), andE is a set of unorderedk-tuples of elements inV (the set of hyperedges). An undirected
2-uniform hypergraph is simply an undirected graph.

In this paper, we use the standard quantum query complexity model formulated in Ref. [2]. We deal with
(undirected) 3-uniform hypergraphsG = (V,E) as input, and the operation of the black-box is given as the
unitary mapping|{u, v, w}, b〉 7→ |{u, v, w}, b ⊕ χ({u, v, w})〉 for b ∈ {0, 1}, where the triple{u, v, w} is
the query to the black-box andχ({u, v, w}) is the answer on whether the triple is a hyperedge ofG, namely,
χ({u, v, w}) = 1 if {u, v, w} ∈ E andχ({u, v, w}) = 0 otherwise.
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Our algorithmic framework is based on the concept of the nested quantum walk introduced by Jeffery,
Kothari and Magniez [10]. In the nested quantum walk, for each positive integert, the walk at levelt checks
whether the current state is marked or not by invoking the walk at levelt+1, and this is iterated recursively
until some fixed levelm. The data structure of the walk at levelt is defined so that it includes the initial
state of the walk at levelt + 1, which means that the setup cost of the walk at levelt ≥ 2 is zero. Jeffery,
Kothari and Magniez have shown (in Section 4.1 of [10]) that the overall complexity of such a walk is

Õ

(

S+

m
∑

t=1

(

t
∏

r=1

1√
εr

)

1√
δt
Ut

)

if the checking cost at levelm is zero, which will be our case. HereS denotes the setup cost of the whole
nested walk,Ut denotes the cost of updating the database of the walk at levelt, δt denotes the spectral gap of
the walk at levelt, andεr denotes the fraction of marked states for the walk at levelr. As in most quantum
walk papers, we only consider quantum walks on the Johnson graphs, where the Johnson graphJ(N,K) is
a graph such that each vertex is a subset with sizeK of a set with sizeN and two vertices corresponding
to subsetsS andS′ are adjacent if and only if|S∆S′| = 2 (we denote byS∆S′ the symmetric difference
betweenS andS′). If the walk at levelt is onJ(N,K), then its spectral gapδt is known to beΩ(1/K).

Consider the update operation of the walk at any level. The update cost may vary depending on the
states of the walk we want to update. Assume without loss of generality that the update operation is of the
form U =

∑

i |i〉〈i| ⊗ Ui, where eachUi can be implemented usingqi queries, and the quantum state to
be updated is of the form|s〉 =

∑

i αi|i〉|si〉. Then the following lemma, used in [10], shows that if the
magnitude of the states|i〉|si〉 that cost much to update (i.e., such thatqi is large) is small enough, we can
approximate the update operatorU with good precision by replacing allUi acting on such costly states with
the identity operator.

Lemma 1 ([10]) LetU =
∑

i |i〉〈i|⊗Ui be a controlled unitary operator and letqi be the query complexity
of exactly implementingUi. For any fixed integerT , defineŨ as

∑

i:qi≤T |i〉〈i| ⊗ Ui +
∑

i:qi>T |i〉〈i| ⊗
I, whereI is the identity operator on the space on whichUi acts. Then, for any quantum state|s〉 =
∑

i αi|i〉|si〉, the inequality
∣

∣

∣
〈s|ŨU |s〉

∣

∣

∣
≥ 1− ǫT holds wheneverǫT ≥∑i:qi>T |αi|2.

In the analysis of this paper, hypergeometric distributions will appear many times. LetHG(n,m, r)
denote the hypergeometric distribution whose random variableX is defined by

Pr[X = j] =

(m
j

)(n−m
r−j

)

(n
r

) .

We first state below several tail bounds of hypergeometric distributions (the proof can be easily obtained
from Theorem 2.10 in [9]).

Lemma 2 WhenX has a hypergeometric distribution with expectationµ, the following hold (whereexp(x)
denotesex):

(1) For any0 < δ ≤ 1, Pr[X ≥ (1 + δ)µ] ≤ exp(−µδ2

3 ).

(2) For any0 < δ < 1, Pr[X ≤ (1− δ)µ] ≤ exp(−µδ2

2 ).

(3) For anyδ > 2e− 1, Pr[X > (1 + δ)µ] <
(

1
2

)(1+δ)µ
.
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3 Statement of our main result

In this section, we state our main result (an upper bound on the query complexity of finding a constant-sized
sub-hypergraph in a 3-uniform hypergraph) in terms of loading schedules, which generalizes the concept of
loading schedules for graphs introduced, in the learning graph framework, by Lee, Magniez and Santha [13],
and used in the framework of nested quantum walks by Jeffery,Kothari and Magniez [10].

Let H be a 3-uniform hypergraph withκ vertices. We identify the set of vertices ofH with the set
Σ1 = {1, . . . , κ}. We identify the set of hyperedges ofH with the setΣ3 ⊆ {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, . . . , {κ −
2, κ − 1, κ}}. We identify the set of (unordered) pairs of vertices included in at least one hyperedge ofH
with the setΣ2 = {{i, j} | {i, j, k} ∈ Σ3 for somek}. A loading schedule forH is defined as follows.

Definition 3 A loading schedule forH of lengthm is a listS = (s1, . . . , sm) of m elements such that the
following three properties hold for allt ∈ {1, . . . ,m}: (i) st ∈ Σ1 ∪ Σ2 ∪ Σ3; (ii) if st = {i, j}, then
there existt1, t2 ∈ {1, . . . , t − 1} such thatst1 = i and st2 = j; (iii) if st = {i, j, k}, then there exist
t1, t2, t3 ∈ {1, . . . , t − 1} such thatst1 = {i, j}, st2 = {i, k} and st3 = {j, k}. A loading scheduleS is
valid if no element ofΣ1 ∪ Σ2 ∪ Σ3 appears more than once and, for any{i, j, k} ∈ Σ3, there exists an
indext ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such thatst = {i, j, k}.

We now introduce the concept of parameters associated to a loading schedule. Formally, these parame-
ters are functions of the variablen representing the number of vertices of the input 3-uniform hypergraphs
G = (V,E). We will nevertheless, in a slight abuse of notation, consider thatn is fixed, and define them as
integers (implicitly depending onn).

Definition 4 LetS = (s1, . . . , sm) be a loading schedule forH of lengthm. A set of parameters forS is a
set ofm integers defined as follows: for eacht ∈ {1, . . . ,m},

• if st = i, then the associated parameter is denoted byri and satisfiesri ∈ {1, . . . , n};

• if st = {i, j}, then the associated parameter is denoted byfij and satisfiesfij ∈ {1, . . . , rirj};

• if st = {i, j, k}, then the associated parameter is denoted byeijk and satisfieseijk ∈ {1, . . . , rirjrk}.

The set of parameters isadmissibleif ri ≥ 1, eijk ≥ 1, rirj
fij

≥ 1, fijfikfjk/(rirjrk)
eijk

≥ 1, and the termsnri ,
fij
ri

, fij
rj

, fijfik
rirjrk

are larger thannγ for some constantγ > 0.

Now we state the main result in terms of loading schedules.

Theorem 5 LetH be any constant-sized 3-uniform hypergraph. LetS = (s1, . . . , sm) be a valid loading
schedule forH with an admissible set of parameters. There exists a quantumalgorithm that, given as input
a 3-uniform hypergraphG with n vertices, finds a sub-hypergraph ofG isomorphic toH (and returns “no”
if there are no such sub-hypergraphs) with probability at least some constant, and has query complexity

Õ

(

S+

m
∑

t=1

(

t
∏

r=1

1√
εr

)

1√
δt
Ut

)

,

whereS, Ut, δt andεr are evaluated as follows:

• S =
∑

{i,j,k}∈Σ3
eijk;

• for t ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, (i) if st = {i}, then δt = Ω( 1
ri
), εt = Ω( rin ) and Ut =

Õ
(

1 +
∑

{j,k}:{i,j,k}∈Σ3

eijk
ri

)

; (ii) if st = {i, j}, then δt = Ω( 1
fij

), εt = Ω(
fij
rirj

) and Ut =

Õ

(

1 +
∑

k:{i,j,k}∈Σ3

eijk
fij

)

; (iii) if st = {i, j, k}, then δt = Ω( 1
eijk

), εt = Ω(
eijkrirjrk
fijfikfjk

) and

Ut = O(1).
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4 Proof of Theorem 5

In this section, we prove Theorem 5 by constructing an algorithm based on the concept ofm-level nested
quantum walks, in which the walk at levelt will correspond to the elementst of the loading schedule for
eacht ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. For convenience, we will writeMijk = 11

fijfikfjk
rirjrk

for each{i, j, k} ∈ Σ3.

4.1 Definition of the walks

At level t ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the quantum walk will differ according to the nature ofst, so there are three cases
to consider.

Case 1 [st = i]: The quantum walk will be over the Johnson graphJ(n, ri). The space of the quantum
walk will then beΩt = {T ⊆ {1, . . . , n} | |T | = ri} . A state of this walk is an elementRt ∈ Ωt.

Case 2 [st = {i, j}]: The quantum walk will be overJ(rirj , fij). The space of the quantum walk will
then beΩt = {T ⊆ {1, . . . , rirj} | |T | = fij} . A state of this walk is an elementRt ∈ Ωt.

Case 3 [st = {i, j, k}]: The quantum walk will be overJ(Mijk, eijk). The space of the quantum walk
will then beΩt = {T ⊆ {1, . . . ,Mijk} | |T | = eijk} . A state of this walk is an elementRt ∈ Ωt.

4.2 Definition of the data structures of the walks

Let us fix an arbitrary ordering on the setV × V × V of triples of vertices. For any setΓ ⊆ V × V × V and
anyR ⊆ {1, . . . , |V |3}, define the setY(R,Γ) consisting of at most|R| triples of vertices which are taken
from Γ by the process below.

• Construct a listΛ of all the triples inV × V × V as follows: first, all the triples inΓ are listed in
increasing order and, then, all the triples in(V × V × V )\Γ are listed in increasing order.

• For anya ∈ {1, . . . , |V |3}, letΛ[a] denote thea-th triple of the list.

• DefineY(R,Γ) = {Λ[a] | a ∈ R} ∩ Γ.

The following lemma will be useful later in this section.

Lemma 6 LetΓ andΓ′ be two subsets ofV × V × V . Letp andr be any parameters such that1 ≤ r ≤
p ≤ |V |3. There exists a permutationπ of {1, . . . , p} such that, ifR is a subset of{1, . . . , p} of sizer taken
uniformly at random, then

Pr
R

[

|Y(R,Γ)∆Y(π(R),Γ′)| ≤ 22r|Γ∆Γ′|
p

+100 log n

]

≥1− 2

(

1

2

)

11r|Γ∆Γ′|
p

+50 logn

.

Proof. Let Λ andΛ′ be the lists obtained when using the construction forΓ andΓ′, respectively. Let us
write

Λ1 = {Λ[a] | 1 ≤ a ≤ p} ∩ Γ,

Λ′
1 = {Λ′[a] | 1 ≤ a ≤ p} ∩ Γ′.

We can show the following inequality.

Claim 7 |Λ1∆Λ′
1| ≤ 2|Γ∆Γ′|.
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Proof. Λ1 contains precisely the|Λ1 ∩ (Γ ∩ Γ′)| smallest (with respect to the increasing order) elements
of Γ ∩ Γ′, while the other|Λ1 ∩ (Γ\Γ′)| elements ofΛ1 are inΓ\Γ′. Similarly, Λ′

1 contains precisely the
|Λ′

1 ∩ (Γ ∩ Γ′)| smallest elements ofΓ ∩ Γ′, while the other|Λ′
1 ∩ (Γ′\Γ)| elements ofΛ′

1 are inΓ′\Γ. We
can write

∣

∣Λ1∆Λ′
1

∣

∣ =
∣

∣

∣
|Λ′

1 ∩ (Γ ∩ Γ′)| − |Λ1 ∩ (Γ ∩ Γ′)|
∣

∣

∣
+
∣

∣Λ1 ∩ (Γ\Γ′)
∣

∣+
∣

∣Λ′
1 ∩ (Γ′\Γ)

∣

∣

≤
∣

∣

∣
|Λ′

1 ∩ (Γ ∩ Γ′)| − |Λ1 ∩ (Γ ∩ Γ′)|
∣

∣

∣
+
∣

∣Γ\Γ′
∣

∣+
∣

∣Γ′\Γ
∣

∣ .

We have to consider two cases.
Case 1:|Λ1| = |Λ′

1| = p
Assume, without loss of generality, that|Λ1 ∩ (Γ ∩ Γ′)| ≤ |Λ′

1 ∩ (Γ ∩ Γ′)|. We have

|Λ1 ∩ (Γ ∩ Γ′)| = p− |Λ1 ∩ (Γ\Γ′)| ≥ p− |Γ\Γ′|

and|Λ′
1 ∩ (Γ ∩ Γ′)| ≤ p. Thus

∣

∣

∣
|Λ′

1 ∩ (Γ ∩ Γ′)| − |Λ1 ∩ (Γ ∩ Γ′)|
∣

∣

∣
≤ p− (p− |Γ\Γ′|) = |Γ\Γ′|,

which gives|Λ1∆Λ′
1| ≤ 2|Γ∆Γ′|, as claimed.

Case 2:min(|Λ1|, |Λ′
1|) < p

By symmetry, it suffices to show only the case where|Λ′
1| ≤ |Λ1|. Since|Λ′

1| < p, we haveΛ′
1 = Γ′. This

implies that|Λ1 \Λ′
1| = |Λ1 \ Γ′| ≤ |Γ \ Γ′|. Since|Λ′

1| ≤ |Λ1|, we have|Λ′
1 \ Λ1| ≤ |Λ1 \Λ′

1| ≤ |Γ \ Γ′|.
Hence,|Λ1∆Λ′

1| ≤ 2|Γ \ Γ′| ≤ 2|Γ∆Γ′| also holds in this case. �

For anya ∈ {1, . . . ,min(p, |Γ|)} such thatΛ[a] is in Λ′
1, we setπ(a) = a′, wherea′ is the (unique)

index in{1, . . . ,min(p, |Γ′|)} such thatΛ[a] = Λ′[a′]. For all othera ∈ {1, . . . , p}, we setπ(a) arbitrarily
such thatπ becomes a permutation of{1, . . . , p}.

LetR be any subset of{1, . . . , p}. Define the subsetsSR, S
′
R ⊆ R as follows:

SR =
{

a ∈ R | Λ[a] ∈ Λ1\Λ′
1

}

,

S′
R =

{

b ∈ π(R) | Λ′[b] ∈ Λ′
1\Λ1

}

.

From the definition ofπ, we know that for any elementa ∈ R ∩ {1, . . . , |Γ|} such thata /∈ SR we
haveΛ[a] = Λ′[π(a)], which means that this element is not inY(R,Γ)\Y(π(R),Γ′). This implies that
Y(R,Γ)\Y(π(R),Γ′) ⊆ {Λ[a] | a ∈ SR}. Similarly, we haveY(π(R),Γ′)\Y(R,Γ) ⊆ {Λ′[a] | a ∈ S′

R},
which gives the inequality

|Y(R,Γ)∆Y(π(R),Γ′)| ≤ |SR|+ |S′
R|.

Recall thatR is taken uniformly at random from{1, . . . , p} so that|R| = r. Thus,|SR| has hypergeometric

distributionHG(p, |Λ1\Λ′
1|, r) and its expectation isµ =

r|Λ1\Λ′
1|

p . Takingδ = 1
µ(11

r|Γ∆Γ′|
p +50 log n)−1,

we have

Pr

[

|SR| ≥ 11
r|Γ∆Γ′|

p
+ 50 log n

]

= Pr [|SR| ≥ (1 + δ)µ] .

Note that by Claim 7,1+ δ = 1
µ(11

r|Γ∆Γ′|
p +50 log n) > 11 · |Γ∆Γ′|

|Λ1∆Λ′
1
| ≥ 11/2 and henceδ ≥ 9/2 > 2e−1.

By Lemma 2(3), we have

Pr

[

|SR| ≥ 11
r|Γ∆Γ′|

p
+ 50 log n

]

<
(

1/2
)(1+δ)µ

=
(

1/2
)11 r|Γ∆Γ′|

p
+50 logn

.
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Similarly,Pr
[

|S′
R| ≥ 11 r|Γ∆Γ′|

p + 50 log n
]

< (1/2)
11 r|Γ∆Γ′|

p
+50 logn

. Therefore,

Pr

[

|Y(R,Γ)∆Y(π(R),Γ′)| ≥ 22
r|Γ∆Γ′|

p
+ 100 log n

]

≤ Pr

[

|SR|+ |S′
R| ≥ 22

r|Γ∆Γ′|
p

+ 100 log n

]

< 2
(

1/2
)11 r|Γ∆Γ′|

p
+50 logn

.

This completes the proof of Lemma 6. �

Suppose that the states of the walks at levels1, . . . ,m areR1, . . . , Rm, respectively. Assume that the
set of vertices ofG is V = {v1, . . . , vn}. We first interpret the statesR1, . . . , Rm as sets of vertices, sets of
pairs of vertices or sets of triples of vertices inV , as follows. For eacht ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, there are three cases
to consider.

Case 1 [st = i]: In this case,Rt = {a1, . . . , ari} ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. We associate toRt the setVi =
{va1 , . . . , vari }. For further reference, we will rename the vertices in this set asVi = {vi1, . . . , viri}.

Case 2 [st = {i, j} with i < j]: We know that, in this case, there existt1, t2 ∈ {1, . . . , t− 1} such that
st1 = i andst2 = j. The stateRt represents a set{(a1, b1), . . . , (afij , bfij )} of fij pairs inRt1 × Rt2 . We

associate to it the setFij = {(via1 , v
j
b1
), . . . , (viafij

, vjbfij
)} of pairs of vertices.

Case 3 [st = {i, j, k} with i < j < k]: We know that there existt1, t2, t3 ∈ {1, . . . , t − 1} such that
st1 = {i, j}, st2 = {i, k} andst3 = {j, k}, andRt is a subset of{1, . . . ,Mijk} with |Rt| = eijk. Let us
define the set

Γijk = {(u, v, w) ∈ Vi × Vj × Vk | (u, v) ∈ Fij , (u,w) ∈ Fik and(v,w) ∈ Fjk} .

We associate toRt the setEijk = Y(Rt,Γijk).

We are now ready to define the data structures involved in the walks. When the states of the walks at
levels1, . . . , (m − 1) areR1, . . . , Rm−1, respectively, and the state of the most inner walk isRm, the data
structure associated with the most inner walk is denoted byD(R1, . . . , Rm) and defined as:

D(R1, . . . , Rm) =

{

({u, v, w}, χ({u, v, w})) | (u, v, w) ∈
⋃

{i,j,k}∈Σ3 : i<j<k

Eijk

}

.

The data structure associated with the walk at levelt, for eacht ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1}, is defined as:

∑

Rt+1∈Ωt+1

· · ·
∑

Rm∈Ωm

|Rt+1〉 · · · |Rm〉|D(R1, . . . , Rm)〉.

Here and hereafter we omit normalization factors.

4.3 Marked states of the walks

For anyt ∈ {1, . . . ,m − 1}, the purpose of the walk at levelt + 1 is to check if the state of the walkt
is marked (for the most inner walk, the state can be checked without running another walk, since all the
information necessary is already in the database). In this subsection we define the set of marked states for
each walk.
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Assume that the hypergraphG contains a (without loss of generality, unique) sub-hypergraph isomorphic
to H. Let {u1, . . . , uκ} denote the vertex set of this sub-hypergraph. For the most outer walk,s1 = j for
somej ∈ {1, . . . , κ} and we say thatR1 is marked if and only ifuj ∈ Vj . Consider a stateRt of the walk at
level t > 1, and suppose that the statesR1, . . . , Rt−1 are all marked. We have again three cases to consider.

Case 1 [st = i]: Rt corresponds toVi. We say thatRt is marked if and only ifui ∈ Vi.

Case 2 [st = {i, j} with i < j]: Rt corresponds toFij , and we say thatRt is marked if and only if the
following four conditions hold:

(a) (ui, uj) ∈ Fij ;

(b) for all u ∈ Vi,
fij
2ri

≤ |{v ∈ Vj | (u, v) ∈ Fij}| ≤ 2
fij
ri

;

(c) for all v ∈ Vj ,
fij
2rj

≤ |{u ∈ Vi | (u, v) ∈ Fij}| ≤ 2
fij
rj

;

(d) for anyk such that there existst1 ∈ {1, . . . , t− 1} for whichst1 = {i, k}, and any(v,w) ∈ Vj × Vk,

|{u ∈ Vi | (u, v) ∈ Fij and(u,w) ∈ Fik}| ≤ 11
fijfik
rirjrk

.

Case 3 [st = {i, j, k} with i < j < k]: Rt corresponds toEijk, and we say thatRt is marked if and
only if (ui, uj , uk) ∈ Eijk.

The next subsection will use the following lemma.

Lemma 8 Assume that, for Case 2,Rt is taken uniformly at random fromΩt (i.e.,Fij corresponds to a set
of fij pairs taken uniformly at random fromVi × Vj). Then,

Pr[Conditions (b),(c),(d) hold forFij ] ≥ 1− 2rie
−

fij

8ri − 2rje
−

fij

8rj − rjrkκ2
−11

fijfik
rirjrk .

Proof. For eachu ∈ Vi, the quantity|{v ∈ Vj | (u, v) ∈ Fij}| is a random variable with hypergeometric
distributionHG(rirj , rj , fij). Its expectation isfij/ri, and by Lemma 2(1-2) it holds that

Pr

[

|{v ∈ Vj | (u, v) ∈ Fij}| > 2
fij
ri

]

≤ exp(−1

3
× fij

ri
) ≤ exp(−1

8
× fij

ri
),

Pr

[

|{v ∈ Vj | (u, v) ∈ Fij}| <
fij
2ri

]

≤ exp(−1

8
× fij

ri
).

A similar statement holds for the degree of eachv ∈ Vj, and thus, from the union bound, we obtain

Pr[Condition (b) or (c) does not hold forFij ] ≤ 2ri exp(−
fij
8ri

) + 2rj exp(−
fij
8rj

).

For anyk such that there existst1 ∈ {1, . . . , t−1} for whichst1 = {i, k}, consider any(v,w) ∈ Vj×Vk.
Let us writeS = {u ∈ Vi | (u,w) ∈ Fik}. SinceRt1 is marked, we know that|S| ≤ 2fik/rk. The quantity
|{u ∈ Vi | (u, v) ∈ Fij and(u,w) ∈ Fik}| has hypergeometric distributionHG(rirj, |S|, fij). Applying

Lemma 2(3) withδ = 11fik/rk
|S| − 1 > 2e− 1, we obtain

Pr

[

|{u ∈ Vi | (u, v) ∈ Fij and(u,w) ∈ Fik}| ≥ 11
fijfik
rirjrk

]

≤ 2
−11

fijfik
rirjrk .
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Using the union bound (note in particular that there are at mostκ possibilities fork), we conclude that

Pr [Condition (d) does not hold forFij ] ≤ rjrkκ2
−11

fijfik
rirjrk .

The statement of the lemma then follows from the union bound. �

4.4 Analysis of the algorithm

Our nested quantum walk algorithm finds a marked state in the most inner walk and thus a sub-hypergraph
isomorphic toH, with high probability, since, as will be shown below, the ideal nested quantum walks can
be approximated with high accuracy. As explained in Section2, the overall query complexity of the walk is

Õ

(

S+
m
∑

t=1

(

t
∏

r=1

1√
εr

)

1√
δt
Ut

)

.

We will show below that the values of the termsS,Ut, δt andεt are as claimed in the statement of Theorem 5.
We first make the following simple observation: when computing Ut andεt, we can assume that the

stateRt−1 of the immediately outer walk is marked (and thus, by applying this argument recursively, that
the statesR1,. . . ,Rt−1 of all the outer walks are marked). Indeed, remember that thepurpose of the walk
at level t is to check if the stateRt−1 is marked. We first evaluate its complexity under the assumption
thatRt−1 is marked, giving some upper boundT on the complexity. Now, since the checking procedure
in our framework has one-sided error, in the case whereRt−1 is not marked the checking procedure may
not terminate afterT queries, but we can stop it afterT queries anyway and simply output thatRt−1 is not
marked.

The setup costS for the algorithm is the number of queries needed to construct the superposition

∑

R1∈Ω1

· · ·
∑

Rm∈Ωm

|R1〉 · · · |Rm〉|D(R1, . . . , Rm)〉.

This value is at most
∑

{i,j,k}∈Σ3
eijk.

We next evaluateδt andεt. The analysis is again divided into three cases.

Case 1 [st = i]: Since the quantum walk is overJ(n, ri) by the definition in Section 4.1, we have
δt = Ω( 1

ri
) andεt = Ω( rin ).

Case 2 [st = {i, j} with i < j]: Since the quantum walk is overJ(rirj , fij), we haveδt = Ω( 1
fij

).

The fraction of statesFij such that(ui, uj) ∈ Fij is Ω(
fij
rirj

). While all those states may not be marked,
Lemma 8 implies that the fraction of those states that are notmarked is exponentially small when the set of
parameters is admissible. Thusεt = Ω(

fij
rirj

).

Case 3 [st = {i, j, k} with i < j < k]: In this caseδt = Ω( 1
eijk

). Since all the statesR1, . . . , Rt−1 of
the outer walks are assumed to be marked, by item (d) of the definition of the marked states in Section 4.3, we
can upper-bound|Γijk| =

∑

(v,w)∈Fjk
|{u ∈ Vi | (u, v) ∈ Fij and(u,w) ∈ Fik}| by |Fjk|11fijfikrirjrk

= Mijk.

Thus, we haveεt = Ω(
eijk
Mijk

).

Finally, we evaluate the costUt, which is the cost of transforming the quantum state

∑

Rt+1∈Ωt+1

· · ·
∑

Rm∈Ωm

|Rt+1〉 · · · |Rm〉|D(R1, . . . , Rt−1, Rt, Rt+1, . . . , Rm)〉,
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to the quantum state

∑

Rt+1∈Ωt+1

· · ·
∑

Rm∈Ωm

|Rt+1〉 · · · |Rm〉|D(R1, . . . , Rt−1, R
′
t, Rt+1, . . . , Rm)〉,

for any two statesRt andR′
t adjacent in the corresponding Johnson graph. We again divide the analysis into

three cases.

Case 1 [st = i]: In this caseRt andR′
t are two subsets of{1, . . . , n}, both of sizeri, differing by

exactly one element. The corresponding subsetsVi andV ′
i also differ by exactly one element: let us write

V ′
i = (Vi\{u}) ∪ {u′}. For any{i, j, k} ∈ Σ3, there exist somet1, t2, t3 ∈ {t + 1, . . . ,m} such that

st1 = {i, j}, st2 = {i, k} and st3 = {i, j, k}. There also exist somet4, t5, t6 ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that
st4 = j, st5 = k andst6 = {j, k}. Note thatt4, t5, t6 can be smaller thant, but we will first assume that
they are all larger thant (the other cases, which are actually easier to analyze, are discussed at the end of
the analysis). A stateRt4 defines a setVj of rj vertices and, for anyRt1 ∈ Ωt1, the state(Rt, Rt1 , Rt4)
defines a set offij pairs inVi×Vj, as described in Section 4.3. In the same way, for anyR′

t1 ∈ Ωt1 , the state
(R′

t, R
′
t1 , Rt4) defines a set offij pairs inV ′

i ×Vj. There exists a permutationπ1 of the elements ofΩt1 such
that, for anyRt1 ∈ Ωt1 , the setFij defined by(Rt, Rt1 , Rt4) and the setF ′

ij defined by(R′
t, π1(Rt1), Rt4)

are related in the following way:

F ′
ij = (Fij\{(u, v) ∈ {u} × Vj | (u, v) ∈ Fij}) ∪ {(u′, v) ∈ {u′} × Vj | (u, v) ∈ Fij},

which means that each pair of the form(u, v) in Fij is replaced by the pair(u′, v) in F ′
ij , while the other

pairs are the same inFij and inF ′
ij .

Similarly, there exists a permutationπ2 of the elements ofΩt2 such that, for anyRt2 ∈ Ωt2 , the setFik

defined by(Rt, Rt2 , Rt5) and the setF ′
ik defined by(R′

t, π2(Rt2), Rt5) are related in the following way:

F ′
ik = (Fik\{(u,w) ∈ {u} × Vk | (u,w) ∈ Fik}) ∪ {(u′, w) ∈ {u′} × Vk | (u,w) ∈ Fik}.

The states(Rt, Rt1 , Rt2 , Rt4 , Rt5 , Rt6) define setsVi, Fij , Fik, Vj , Vk, Fjk,Γijk, while the states
(R′

t, π1(Rt1), π2(Rt2), Rt4 , Rt5 , Rt6) define setsV ′
i , F

′
ij , F

′
ik, Vj , Vk, Fjk,Γ

′
ijk. Given any stateRt3 , let

Eijk(Rt, Rt1 , Rt2 , Rt3 , Rt4 , Rt5 , Rt6) denote the set of hyperedges to be queried associated withΓijk and
Rt3 , andEijk(R

′
t, π1(Rt1), π2(Rt2), Rt3 , Rt4 , Rt5 , Rt6) denote the set of hyperedges to be queried associ-

ated withΓ′
ijk andRt3 . By Lemmas 1 and 6, the mapping

|Rt1〉|Rt2〉|Rt4〉|Rt5〉|Rt6〉
∑

Rt3
∈Ωt3

|Rt3〉|Eijk(Rt, Rt1 , Rt2 , Rt3 , Rt4 , Rt5 , Rt6)〉 7→

|π1(Rt1)〉|π2(Rt2)〉|Rt4〉|Rt5〉|Rt6〉
∑

Rt3
∈Ωt3

|Rt3〉|Eijk(R
′
t, π1(Rt1), π2(Rt2), Rt3 , Rt4 , Rt5 , Rt6)〉

can be approximated within inverse polynomial precision2 using Õ
(

eijk|Γijk∆Γ′
ijk

|

Mijk
+ log n

)

=

Õ
(

eijk |Γijk∆Γ′
ijk

|

Mijk
+ 1
)

queries (here Lemma 1 is used withT = 22
eijk |Γijk∆Γ′

ijk
|

Mijk
+ 100 log n, and then

ǫT can be set to2
(

1
2

)11
eijk |Γijk∆Γ′

ijk
|

Mijk
+50 logn

by Lemma 6 withp = Mijk andr = eijk).
We will use the following lemma.

2Note that a better estimation of the accuracy of the approximation can be obtained, but in this proof approximation within
inverse polynomial will be enough for our purpose. In consequence, while stronger tail bounds can be proved, the statements of
Lemmas 9 and 10 will be enough for our purpose.
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Lemma 9 WhenRt1 , Rt2 andRt6 are taken uniformly at random,

Pr

[

|Γijk∆Γ′
ijk| ≥ 44× fijfikfjk

r2i rjrk

]

= O

(

1

n100

)

.

Proof. Let us write

A = {(u, v, w) ∈ {u} × Vj × Vk | (u, v) ∈ Fij , (u,w) ∈ Fik and(v,w) ∈ Fjk},
B = {(u′, v, w) ∈ {u′} × Vj × Vk | (u′, v) ∈ F ′

ij , (u
′, w) ∈ F ′

ik and(v,w) ∈ Fjk},

and note that
|Γijk∆Γ′

ijk| = |A|+ |B|.
Consider the setC = {v ∈ Vj | (u, v) ∈ Fij}. WhenRt1 is taken uniformly at random fromΩt1 =

{T ⊆ {1, . . . , rirj} | |T | = fij} (recall thatst1 = {i, j}), the quantity|C| has hypergeometric distribution
HG(rirj , rj, fij). By Lemma 2(1), we have

Pr

[

|C| ≥ 2
fij
ri

]

≤ exp(−1

3
× fij

ri
).

Let us fixC and, for anyv ∈ C, write

C(v) = {w ∈ Vk | (v,w) ∈ Fjk}.

WhenRt6 is taken uniformly at random fromΩt6 = {T ⊆ {1, . . . , rjrk} | |T | = fjk} (recall thatst6 =
{j, k}), the quantity|C(v)| has hypergeometric distributionHG(rjrk, rk, fjk). By Lemma 2(1), we have

Pr

[

|C(v)| ≥ 2
fjk
rj

]

≤ exp(−1

3
× fjk

rj
). (1)

Let us fixC(v) and write

C ′(v) = {w ∈ C(v) | (u,w) ∈ Fik}.

WhenRt2 is taken uniformly at random fromΩt2 = {T ⊆ {1, . . . , rirk} | |T | = fik} (recall thatst2 =
{i, k}), the quantity|C ′(v)| has hypergeometric distributionHG(rirk, |C(v)|, fik). Under the hypothesis

|C(v)| ≤ 2
fjk
rj

, we can apply Lemma 2(3) withδ =
11fjk/rj
|C(v)| − 1 > 2e− 1 to evaluate the size ofC ′(v). The

union bound then gives

Pr

[

|C ′(v)| ≤ 11
fjkfik
rirjrk

]

≥ 1− 2
−11

fjkfik

rirjrk − exp(−fjk
3rj

).

Finally, note that|A| =∑v∈C |C ′(v)|. Thus the union bound gives

Pr

[

|A| ≤ 22
fijfikfjk
r2i rjrk

]

≥ 1− exp(− fij
3ri

)− 2
fij
ri

(

2
−11

fjkfik
rirjrk + exp(−fjk

3rj
)

)

.

Similarly, we have

Pr

[

|B| ≤ 22
fijfikfjk
r2i rjrk

]

≥ 1− exp(− fij
3ri

)− 2
fij
ri

(

2
−11

fjkfik

rirjrk + exp(−fjk
3rj

)

)

,
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and thus

Pr

[

|Γijk∆Γ′
ijk| ≥ 44× fijfikfjk

r2i rjrk

]

≤ 2 exp(− fij
3ri

) + 4
fij
ri

(

2
−11

fjkfik

rirjrk + exp(−fjk
3rj

)

)

,

which is exponentially small since this set of parameters isadmissible. �

Lemmas 1 and 9 then show that the mapping

|Rt4〉|Rt5〉
∑

Rt1
∈Ωt1

∑

Rt2
∈Ωt2

∑

Rt6
∈Ωt6

∑

Rt3
∈Ωt3

|Rt1〉|Rt2〉|Rt6〉|Rt3〉|Eijk(Rt, Rt1 , · · · , Rt6)〉 7→

|Rt4〉|Rt5〉
∑

Rt1
∈Ωt1

∑

Rt2
∈Ωt2

∑

Rt6
∈Ωt6

∑

Rt3
∈Ωt3

|Rt1〉|Rt2〉|Rt6〉|Rt3〉|Eijk(R
′
t, Rt1 , · · · , Rt6)〉

can be approximated within inverse polynomial precision using Õ(eijk/ri + 1) queries. This argument is
true for all{i, j, k} ∈ Σ3, so the update cost is

Ut = Õ

(

1 +
∑

{j,k} such that{i,j,k}∈Σ3

eijk
ri

)

.

Let us finally consider the case wheret4, t5, t6 are not all larger thant. Whenevert6 is larger thant,
exactly the same analysis as above holds. Whent6 is smaller thant (which implies thatt4 andt5 are also
smaller thant), remember that we only need to do the analysis of the update cost under the condition that
Rt6 is marked. This means that we can assume that, for anyv ∈ Vj, we have|{w ∈ Vk | (v,w) ∈ Fjk}| ≤
2fjk/rj . This property can be used instead of Inequality (1) in the proof of Lemma 9, and the analysis then
becomes the same as above.

Case 2 [st = {i, j} with i < j]: Rt andR′
t correspond to two subsetsFij andF ′

ij that also dif-
fer by exactly one element: let us writeF ′

ij = (Fij\{(u, v)}) ∪ {(u′, v′)}. For any{i, j, k} ∈ Σ3,
there exist somet1, t2 ∈ {1, . . . , t − 1} such thatst1 = i, st2 = j and somet3 ∈ {t + 1, . . . ,m}
such thatst3 = {i, j, k}. There also exist somet4, t5, t6 ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such thatst4 = k, st5 =
{i, k} and st6 = {j, k}. Note thatt4, t5, t6 can be smaller thant, but we will first assume that they
are all larger thant (the other cases, which are actually easier to analyze, are discussed at the end
of the analysis). The states(Rt, Rt1 , Rt2 , Rt4 , Rt5 , Rt6) define setsFij , Vi, Vj , Vk, Fik, Fjk,Γijk, while
the states(R′

t, Rt1 , Rt2 , Rt4 , Rt5 , Rt6) define setsF ′
ij , Vi, Vj , Vk, Fik, Fjk,Γ

′
ijk. Given any stateRt3 , let

Eijk(Rt, Rt1 , . . . , Rt6) denote the set of hyperedges to be queried associated withΓijk and Rt3 , and
Eijk(R

′
t, Rt1 , . . . , Rt6) denote the set of hyperedges to be queried associated withΓ′

ijk andRt3 .
By Lemmas 1 and 6, we know that the mapping

|Rt4〉|Rt5〉|Rt6〉
∑

Rt3
∈Ωt3

|Rt3〉|Eijk(Rt, Rt1 , Rt2 , Rt3 , Rt4 , Rt5 , Rt6)〉 7→

|Rt4〉|Rt5〉|Rt6〉
∑

Rt3
∈Ωt3

|Rt3〉|Eijk(R
′
t, Rt1 , Rt2 , Rt3 , Rt4 , Rt5 , Rt6)〉

can be approximated within inverse polynomial precision using

Õ

(

eijk|Γijk∆Γ′
ijk|

Mijk
+ log n

)

= Õ

(

eijk|Γijk∆Γ′
ijk|

Mijk
+ 1

)

queries. We now prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 10 WhenRt5 andRt6 are taken uniformly at random,

Pr

[

|Γijk∆Γ′
ijk| ≥ 22× fikfjk

rirjrk

]

= O

(

1

n100

)

.

Proof. Let us write

A = {w ∈ Vk | (u,w) ∈ Fik and(v,w) ∈ Fjk},
B = {w ∈ Vk | (u′, w) ∈ Fik and(v′, w) ∈ Fjk},

and note that
|Γijk∆Γ′

ijk| = |A|+ |B|.
Let us writeA1 = {w ∈ Vk | (u,w) ∈ Fik}. WhenRt5 is taken uniformly at random fromΩt5 = {T ⊆

{1, . . . , rirk} | |T | = fik} (recall thatst5 = {i, k}), the quantity|A1| has hypergeometric distribution
HG(rirk, rk, fik). By Lemma 2(1), we have

Pr

[

|A1| ≥ 2
fik
ri

]

≤ exp(−1

3
× fik

ri
). (2)

Once A1 is fixed, the quantity|{w ∈ A1 | (v,w) ∈ Fjk}| has hypergeometric distribution

HG(rjrk, |A1|, fjk) with expectation|A1|fjk
rjrk

. Under the assumption|A1| ≤ 2fik
ri

, we can apply Lemma

2(3) with δ = 11fik/ri
|A1|

− 1 > 2e− 1. The union bound then gives

Pr

[

|A| ≤ 11
fikfjk
rirjrk

]

≥ 1− 2
−11

fikfjk

rirjrk − exp(−fik
3ri

).

Similarly we obtain

Pr

[

|B| ≤ 11
fikfjk
rirjrk

]

≥ 1− 2
−11

fikfjk

rirjrk − exp(−fik
3ri

),

and thus

Pr

[

|Γijk∆Γ′
ijk| ≥ 22

fikfjk
rirjrk

]

≤ 2×
(

2
−11

fikfjk

rirjrk + exp(−fik
3ri

)

)

,

which is exponentially small since this set of parameters isadmissible. �

Using Lemma 1 and Lemma 10, the mapping

|Rt4〉
∑

Rt5
∈Ωt5

∑

Rt6
∈Ωt6

∑

Rt3
∈Ωt3

|Rt5〉|Rt6〉|Rt3〉|Eijk(Rt, Rt1 , · · · , Rt6)〉 7→

|Rt4〉
∑

Rt5
∈Ωt5

∑

Rt6
∈Ωt6

∑

Rt3
∈Ωt3

|Rt5〉|Rt6〉|Rt3〉|Eijk(R
′
t, Rt1 , · · · , Rt6)〉

can be approximated within inverse polynomial precision using Õ(eijk/fij + 1) queries. This argument is
true for all{i, j, k} ∈ Σ3, so the update cost is

Ut = Õ

(

1 +
∑

k such that{i,j,k}∈Σ3

eijk
fij

)

.
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Let us finally consider the case wheret4, t5, t6 are not all larger thant. Whenever botht5 andt6 are larger
thant, exactly the same analysis as above holds. Whent5 < t < t6, remember that we only need to do the
analysis of the update cost under the condition thatRt5 is marked. This means that we can assume that, for
anyu ∈ Vi, we have|{w ∈ Vk |(u,w) ∈ Fik}| ≤ 2fik/ri. This property can be used instead of Inequality (2)
in the proof of Lemma 10, and the analysis then becomes the same as above. Whent6 < t < t5, the same
argument holds by inverting the roles of{i, k} and{j, k} in the proof of Lemma 10. Whent5, t6 < t, the
fact thatRt5 andRt6 are marked (more precisely, item (d) in the definition of marked states of Section 4.3)

implies that for any(u1, v1) ∈ Vi × Vj , |{w ∈ Vk | (u1, w) ∈ Fik and(v1, w) ∈ Fjk}| ≤ 11
fikfjk
rirjrk

, which

immediately implies that|Γijk∆Γ′
ijk| ≤ 22

fikfjk
rirjrk

.

Case 3 [st = {i, j, k} with i < j < k]: Rt andR′
t are two subsets of{1, . . . ,Mijk}, both of sizeeijk,

differing by exactly one element. The correspondingEijk andE′
ijk are subsets of the sameΓijk, and have

symmetric difference|Eijk∆E′
ijk| ≤ 2, soUt ≤ 2.

Now the proof of Theorem 5 is completed.

5 Applications: 4-clique detection and ternary associativity testing

In this section we describe how to use our method to constructefficient quantum algorithms for 4-clique
detection and ternary associativity testing.

First, by applying Theorem 5 to the case whereH is a4-clique, and optimizing both the loading schedule
and the parameters, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 11 There exists a quantum algorithm that detects if a 3-uniformhypergraph onn vertices has a
4-clique, with high probability, using̃O(n241/128) = O(n1.883) queries.

Proof. We use Theorem 5. Among the1680384 possible valid loading schedules, we found, by numerical
search, that the best schedule is

(1, 2, 3, 4, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}).

The complexity of the algorithm for this schedule is minimized by the following values of parameters:

r1 = n1/2, r2 = n3/4, r3 = n7/8, r4 = n3/4,

f12 = n5/4, f13 = n5/4, f14 = n147/128,

f23 = n193/128, f24 = n83/64, f34 = n181/128,

e123 = n241/128, e124 = n217/128, e134 = n211/128, e234 = n193/128.

It is easy to check that this set of parameters is admissible.This gives query complexitỹO(n241/128). �

Next, we consider ternary associativity testing. LetX be a finite set with|X| = n. A ternary op-
eratorF from X ×X ×X to X is said to beassociativeif F(F(a, b, c), d, e) = F(a,F(b, c, d), e) =
F(a, b,F(c, d, e)) holds for every 5-tuple(a, b, c, d, e) ∈ X5. The functionF is given as a black-box:
when we make a query(a, b, c) to F , the answerF(a, b, c) is returned. We can show that that the property
“F is not associative” has a certificate corresponding to a sub-hypergraph of seven vertices in a 3-uniform
directed hypergraph with each edge weighted by an element inX. By applying Theorem 5 with adaptations
to directed hypergraphs with non-binary hyperedge weights, we obtain the following result.
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Theorem 12 There exists a quantum algorithm that determines ifF is associative with high probability
usingÕ(n169/80) = Õ(n2.1125) queries.

Proof. To apply Theorem 5, we basically follow the approach of Ref. [13] for the (bi-
nary) associativity testing. IfF is not associative, there is a 5-tuple(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5) ∈ X5

such that (i)F(F(a1, a2, a3), a4, a5) 6= F(a1,F(a2, a3, a4), a5) or (ii) F(a1,F(a2, a3, a4), a5) 6=
F(a1, a2,F(a3, a4, a5)). Thus, it suffices to check case (i) and case (ii) individually.

We consider only case (i) since case (ii) is similarly analyzed and needs the same query complexity as
the algorithm for case (i). A certificate to case (i) is given by a 7-tuple(a1, a2, . . . , a7) ∈ X7 such that
F(a1, a2, a3) = a6, F(a2, a3, a4) = a7 andF(a6, a4, a5) 6= F(a1, a7, a5). LetH be a directed hypergraph
on seven vertices with directed hyperedges(1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 4), (6, 4, 5), (1, 7, 5). Then, finding a certificate to
case (i) can be reduced to finding a sub-hypergraph isomorphic toH in ann-vertex directed hypergraph with
each hyperedge weighted with an element inX, to which we will apply Theorem 5. Note that, although the
proof of Theorem 5 assumes the given hypergraph is undirected and each hyperedge is weighted with binary
values, we can easily adapt the algorithm to handle directedhypergraphs with non-binary hyperedge weight:
(1) to deal with directed hyperedges ofH we simply replace a query to the black-box on an unordered triple
by a query on the corresponding ordered triple (for instance, for (u, v, w) ∈ V4 × V5 × V6 we will query
χ((w, u, v)) instead ofχ({u, v, w})); (2) since the quantum walk actually does not use the property that
hyperedges have binary weight, it works without modification for the case of non-binary hyperedge weights
as well. Note also that the resulting algorithm searchesH overX7, so we do not need to consider separately
the case of detecting vertex contractions ofH as in Ref. [13].

By numerical search, we found the following schedule:

(1, 3, 4, 6, 2, 5, 7,{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 5}, {1, 7}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}, {4, 5}, {4, 6},
{5, 6}, {5, 7}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 5, 7}, {2, 3, 4}, {4, 5, 6}).

The complexity of the algorithm for this schedule is minimized by the following values of parameters:
r1 = n3/4, r2 = n, r3 = n, r4 = n7/8, r5 = n1/2, r6 = n, r7 = n; f12 = n7/4, f13 = n7/4, f15 = n5/4,
f17 = n7/4, f23 = n23/16, f24 = n29/16, f34 = n15/8, f45 = n11/8, f46 = n15/8, f56 = n3/2, f57 = n3/2;
e123 = n169/80, e157 = n169/80, e234 = n169/80 ande456 = 1. It is easy to check that this set of parameters
is admissible. This gives query complexitỹO(n169/80). �
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